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The effects of two representative dissolved organic matters (DOMs) (derived from corrupt plants (PDOM) and chicken manure
(MDOM)) on sorption characteristic of oxytetracycline to three typical sediments (first terrace (FT), river floodplain (RF),
and riverbed (RB) sediments collected from the Weihe River) were investigated. Results showed that both DOMs can make
the adsorption equilibrium time advance about 6 hours. The presence of DOMs changed the sorption kinetics model and the
spontaneous degree of the reaction but did not change the sorption isotherm models. The adsorption of oxytetracycline (OTC)
could be promoted by adding PDOM, and its maximum adsorption amount increased by 23.8% for FT, 38.0% for RB, and 28.3%
for RF, respectively, whereas MDOM could inhibit the adsorption and maximum adsorption amount decreased by 23.3% for FT,
11.6% for RB, and 16.1% for RF, respectively. In addition, the DOM concentration also affected the adsorption. Overall, this study
suggests that the humus-like DOM can promote the adsorption of OTC while the protein-like DOM can inhibit the adsorption of
OTC to sediments, which is determined by the aromaticity, hydrophilicity, and polarity of the DOMs.

1. Introduction

Antibiotics are widely used in aquaculture, poultry breeding,
food processing, and pharmaceutical. However, they can not
only cause organic pollution, but also threaten the safety
of microbial communities, triggering resistance genes after
being released into the environment. Lately the resistance
genes have been detected in environmental media such as
river water, sediment, groundwater, and soil [1–3]. Therefore,
the study of environmental behavior of antibiotics to achieve
risk prediction and management is of great significance.

The fate of antibiotics in the soil is mainly through
adsorption, migration, transformation, and degradation.
Among them, adsorption is one of the processes that pro-
foundly affected the behavior of the antibiotics in soil and
sediments. It was reported that the adsorption behavior
of antibiotics was influenced by the soil type, composition

and properties, pH, and temperature conditions [4, 5]. In
addition, the interaction of antibiotics with some other coex-
istences, such as dissolved organic matter (DOM) and metal
oxides, is also an important factor affecting the adsorption
of antibiotics on soil [6]. A large number of studies have
shown that the main substance to adsorb antibiotics in soil
and sediments is its organic constituents. In other words,
it is DOM that plays an important role in the migration of
antibiotics.Therefore, identification of the effect of DOM on
the adsorption of antibiotics in sediments will facilitate better
understanding the mechanism of antibiotic adsorption and
its transformation in unsaturated zone.

Previous studies reported that the source of DOM appar-
ently influences the magnitude of sorption. Oh et al. [7]
found that, for the effect of DOMs on ibuprofen sorption,
citrate concentration increased and the 𝐾𝑑 value decreased
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but urea did not interrupt the ibuprofen sorption. The
concentration of DOM also showed a different adsorption
behavior of antibiotics to soil. Kulshrestha et al. [8] observed
an increased sorption at a lower concentration of dissolved
humic acid (1mg/L), while a higher concentration of humic
acid (10mg/L) resulted in an opposite effect. Moreover, the
variety of antibiotics can make significant influence on their
adsorption behavior due to the difference of their properties
[4, 9]. So there should be some essential mechanism to
dominate these apparently different results. It has been
clearly demonstrated that DOM can form complexation with
relatively polar pesticides or uptake hydrophobic organic
contaminants, which increases the apparent aqueous solubil-
ity and potentially decreases the sorption [10–15]. However,
it has been found that the presence of cow dung DOM
promotes the adsorption of OTC on black soil and with
the increasing of DOM concentration, the promoting effect
is more evident. In addition, the presence of DOM will
mask the adsorption sites to inhibit the adsorption of soil
on oxytetracycline [16], while Ling et al. [17] reported that
the binding of DOM to sediment particles also increased
the organic carbon content and changed its surface mor-
phology, resulting in an increase in the adsorption sites
on the surface of the sediment and an increase in the
adsorption of oxytetracycline. It has been demonstrated that
the most important compositions of DOM include three
categories: humic substances, polysaccharides, and proteins
[18], while these substances should play an essential role
on the adsorption of antibiotics by their hydrophobicity,
aromaticity, and functionality properties. However, to our
knowledge, very few studies showed solicitude or comparison
to the distinct adsorption behavior caused by the humic and
protein substances on the adsorption. At least, the effect on
the adsorption of OTC still deserves investigation. The study
of the mechanism of these kinds of DOMs affecting soil
adsorption of antibiotics is obviously insufficient.

In this study, with the aim of investigating the effect
of DOM on the sorption of OTC to sediments, three
typical sediments (first terrace sediment, river floodplain
sediment, and riverbed sediment) were collected from the
Weihe River, Northwest China, and subjected for testing.
Two typical DOMs were derived from corrupt plants and
chicken manure. Elemental analysis and three-dimensional
fluorescencewere deployed to elucidate themechanism of the
effect of DOM on the adsorption of OTC to sediments.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Collection and Analysis

2.1.1. Sample Collection and Pretreatment. The sampling sites
are located at Guanzhong basin, middle reaches of theWeihe
River. To make the study more representative, three sedi-
ments were collected from first terrace (FT), river floodplain
(RF), and riverbed (RB) along the Weihe River crosswise.
Sediment samples were naturally air-dried, then sealed, and
low temperature stored before use. Quartz, feldspar, mica,
and other minerals can be found in the FT and RF sediment
by SEM. Their characterization of sediments is showed in

Table 1. Corrupt plants were collected from the litters through
natural corruption at the Weihe River bank, while chicken
manure was obtained from a local poultry farming (with no
use of antibiotics). All of the samples were detected with no
OTC.

After collection, corrupt plants and chicken manure were
subjected for DOMs extraction. To do so, 40 g of corrupt
plants and chicken manure were placed in 400mL distilled
water, respectively, shaking at 200 rpm and 25 ± 1∘C for 12 hrs.
The suspensions were then centrifuged at 12000 rpm and 4∘C
for 10min. Finally, the supernatant was filtered through a
0.45 𝜇m membrane and stored in the dark environment at a
low temperature (4∘C) [19, 20].

2.1.2. Analysis. Elemental (C, H, N) analyses were conducted
via a Vario ELIII elemental analyzer. The oxygen content was
calculated by the mass difference. To assess the polarity and
aliphatic characteristics of the sorbents, (O + N)/C and H/C
atomic ratios were calculated. The fluorescence spectra of
DOMsamples were also recorded at room temperature with a
700-VXe lamp and a 1 cmquartz cell (F-7000;Hitachi, Japan).
The excitation wavelengths (Ex) ranging from 220 to 600 nm
and emission (Em) wavelengths ranging from 250 to 600 nm
were used. The scan rate was 1200 nm/min.

2.2. Sorption Experiments. The sorption experiments
were performed using an Organization for Economic Co-
operation andDevelopment (OECD)method. OTCwas used
as a representative antibiotic for adsorption experiments.

2.2.1. Sorption Kinetics. A preequilibrium kinetic experiment
was carried out to determine the equilibrium time for
batch reactions in order to study sorption isotherms. The
reaction solutions in 10mL centrifuge tubes containing three
sediments (0.25 g) and 5mL of OTC (10mg/L) were initiated
by spiking 1mL of the following solutions, respectively:
distilled water (without DOM) and the TOC concentration
of 100mg/L of PDOM and MDOM solution. The tubes
were stirred continuously at a constant temperature of 25∘C
(298K). At time intervals of 2, 4, 8, 16, 20, 24, 30, 36, 48,
60, and 72 hrs, three replicates were centrifuged at 10000 rpm
for 20min. The obtained supernatants were analyzed using
UPLC to quantify the concentration of unabsorbed OTC.
Control experiments without sediments were also conducted
under the same conditions as blank.

2.2.2. Sorption Isotherms and Thermodynamics. In the batch
experiments, sediments and DOMs were added in the same
amount as sorption kinetics experiments described in Sec-
tion 2.2.1, while the initial concentration of OTC ranged
from 5.0mg/L to 25.0mg/L. All samples were allowed to
equilibrate in the tubes at a constant room temperature.
After equilibrium was reached, 5mL of the solutions from
each tube was collected and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for
20min. The obtained supernatants were used to quantify
the concentration of OTC. Reactions were conducted in
duplicate for each sample.
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Table 1: Basic composition of first terrace (FT), river floodplain (RF), and riverbed (RB) sediments.

Samples TOC (%)
Granulometric composition (%)

Silt
<0.25mm

Fine sand
0.25–0.35mm

Medium sand
0.35–0.5mm

Coarse sand
>0.5mm

FT 6.032 7.5 ± 4.7 43.3 ± 7.6 42.6 ± 5.8 6.6 ± 4.3
RB 4.184 5.3 ± 1.4 43.9 ± 9.7 42.9 ± 4.2 7.9 ± 3.1
RF 1.575 21.7 ± 3.8 47.5 ± 4.5 23.1 ± 6.2 7.7 ± 4.7

The sorption thermodynamics experiments were con-
ducted at the temperature ranging from 25∘C (298K) to 45∘C
(318 K), and the initial concentration of OTC ranged from
5.0mg/L to 25.0mg/L. Other steps were the same as the
sorption isotherms described in Section 2.2.2.

2.2.3. Effect of DOM Concentration on Sorption. Edge exper-
iments were conducted to investigate the effect of DOM
concentration on sorption. Briefly, 0.25 g sediments were
weighed into a 10mL centrifuge tubes and 1mL of PDOM
and 1mL ofMDOMwith a series of DOM concentration (50,
100, 150, 200, and 300mg TOC/L) were spiked.Then, 5mL of
OTC (10mg/L) solution was added, stirring continuously at a
constant temperature of 25∘C for 30 hrs, and then centrifuged
at 10000 rpm for 20min; the obtained supernatants were
used to quantify the concentration of OTC. The experiment
without DOM was also conducted as blank.

2.3. Oxytetracycline Measurement. Ultrahigh performance
liquid chromatography fitted with waters TUV detector
(Waters UPLC H-Class) and ACQUITY UPLC BEH C18
1.7 𝜇m 2.1 × 150mm Column was employed for detection
and quantification of OTC. Column temperature was 40∘C
± 0.1∘C and sample 10∘C ± 0.1∘C. Injection volumes of 5 𝜇L, a
retention time of 1.530 ± 0.003min, and a mobile phase of
60% acetonitrile/40% water with a flow rate of 0.1mL/min
were used. OTC was measured at 260 nm.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Adsorption Characteristics of OTC to Sediments. Data
obtained from the sorption experiments of OTC to three
sediments showed that the adsorption amount gradually
increased with time till equilibrium is reached (Figure 1).
The equilibrium time of FT sediment is in 24 hrs which is
shorter than other two sediments. The maximum adsorption
amount of three sediments followed the order: RF > FT > RB.
According to the basic characteristics presented in Table 1, the
TOC content of FT is greater than RB, which also means that
the organic matter content of FT sediment is greater than RB.
That is why the adsorption amount of FT is larger than RB.
Chen et al. [21] reported that there is a positive correlation
between organic matter content and sediment adsorption
capacity. However, the amount of OTC adsorbed by the
RF sediment is larger than that of the other two sediments
because of its high content of silt in the sediment particle size
distribution [22]. Laak et al. reported that the higher content
of silt contains more clay minerals, more metal ions, and a
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Figure 1: Adsorption characteristic of OTC to sediments.

larger cation exchange capacity. Interactions of exchangeable
salt-based ions through the hydroxyl or dihydroxy sites with
the cation in soil surface could enhance soil adsorption of
OTC [23].

3.2. Effect of DOM on the Adsorption of OTC to Sediments

3.2.1. Effect on Sorption Kinetics. The adsorption kinetics
of OTC to three sediments plotted in Figure 2 apparently
showed that, before DOMs were added, the adsorption for
three sediments is mainly divided into two phases, that is, the
first phase for rapid adsorption in the first 8 hrs and the sec-
ond phase for slow adsorption; the equilibrium time is about
in 30 hrs. After the DOMs were added, the rapid phase is still
in the first 8 hrs, while the equilibrium time is significantly
accelerated in 24 hrs, indicating that the presence of DOMs
can promote the adsorption equilibrium time, which may
be due to the activation of the adsorption sites of sediment
particles, reduction of the activation energy, and increasing
of the adsorption rate when the DOMs were added.

To investigate the adsorption reaction process of OTC
to sediments, pseudo-first-order model and pseudo-second-
ordermodelwere used to fit the sorption kinetics data ofOTC
to sediments [5, 24, 25]. The adsorption trends are showed
in Figure 2, while the corresponding fitting parameters are
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Figure 2: Effects of dissolved organic matter (DOM) on sorption kinetics of oxytetracycline to first terraces (FT) (a, b), riverbed (RB) (c, d),
and river floodplain (RF) (e, f) sediment. FT-PDOM, RF-PDOM, and RB-PDOM refers to the sorption with the presence of corrupt plant
derived DOM (PDOM). FT-MDOM, RF-MDOM, and RB-MDOM refers to the sorption with the presence of chickenmanure derived DOM
(MDOM).
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Table 2: Pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order model fitted parameters for oxytetracycline sorption to three sediments with the
presence of DOMs.

Samples
𝑄𝑒,exp Pseudo-first-order model Pseudo-second-order model

(mg/kg) 𝑅2
𝑘1
(1/h)

𝑄𝑒,cal
(mg/kg) RSS/dof 𝑅2

𝑘2
(kg/mg⋅h)

𝑄𝑒,cal
(mg/kg) RSS/dof

FT 40.027 0.9738 0.1695 38.618 101.663 0.9858 0.0040 45.684 55.278
FT-PDOM 61.209 0.9868 0.1695 60.121 118.341 0.9814 0.0023 70.417 166.769
FT-MDOM 37.190 0.9750 0.1502 36.588 101.698 0.9772 0.0034 43.441 93.081
RB 30.089 0.9410 0.1644 28.652 49.604 0.9789 0.0061 32.802 17.755
RB-PDOM 40.027 0.9453 0.1311 38.943 145.568 0.9683 0.0033 45.400 84.239
RB-MDOM 28.133 0.9458 0.1701 27.193 63.592 0.9729 0.0065 31.157 31.771
RF 65.208 0.9846 0.1121 65.024 61.865 0.9828 0.0017 76.862 68.885
RF-PDOM 94.121 0.9905 0.1129 95.029 266.481 0.9839 9.12E-4 117.880 450.348
RF-MDOM 55.521 0.9420 0.1423 55.988 221.475 0.9337 0.0027 64.432 252.881

Table 3: Langmuir isotherm model and Freundlich isotherm model fitted parameters for oxytetracycline sorption to three sediments with
the presence of DOMs.

Samples Langmuir isotherm model Freundlich isotherm model
𝑄𝑚 (mg/kg) 𝐾𝐿 (L/mg) 𝑅2 RSS/dof 𝑅𝐿 𝐾𝐹 1/𝑛 𝑅2 RSS/dof

FT 454.919 0.0152 0.9883 27.1564 (0.759, 0.940) 8.1760 0.8628 0.9896 24.0104
FT-PDOM 563.141 0.0225 0.9889 57.3752 (0.681, 0.914) 14.2079 0.8551 0.9825 98.5720
FT-MDOM 323.665 0.0198 0.9898 60.8960 (0.708, 0.924) 7.5841 0.8411 0.9662 63.3506
RB 207.996 0.0257 0.9779 24.3801 (0.651, 0.903) 6.7888 0.7898 0.9789 23.2086
RB-PDOM 287.087 0.0237 0.9945 10.1586 (0.669, 0.910) 8.2462 0.8162 0.9926 13.6067
RB-MDOM 174.721 0.0334 0.9469 58.8434 (0.590, 0.878) 7.5521 0.7537 0.9445 61.3908
RF 536.867 0.0165 0.9701 179.9477 (0.744, 0.936) 14.6219 0.8530 0.9589 247.1996
RF-PDOM 688.969 0.0352 0.9549 567.9393 (0.577, 0.872) 26.4432 0.8302 0.9395 760.5967
RF-MDOM 426.129 0.0244 0.9625 149.7934 (0.663, 0.908) 11.1970 0.8354 0.9570 171.7898

listed in Table 2. The results showed that the sorption kinetic
of OTC to RF sediments (without DOM) was fitted well
to pseudo-first-order model for the greater value of 𝑅2 and
lower value of residual sum of squares (RSS/dof). The fitted
theoretical equilibrium adsorption capacity (𝑄𝑒,cal) is also
closer to the actual equilibrium adsorption capacity (𝑄𝑒,exp),
while FT and RB sediments were fitted well to pseudo-
second-order model. After the PDOM was added, 𝑅2 of
pseudo-first-order model was higher than that of pseudo-
second-order model. 𝑄𝑒,cal of the pseudo-first-order model
was 60.121, which was closer to the𝑄𝑒,exp value of 61.209 than
that of the value of 70.417 obtained by the pseudo-second-
order model. The RSS/dof value of the former was 118.341,
lower than that of the latter value of 166.769, so the sorption
kinetic of OTC to FT sediments fitted better with pseudo-
first-order with the addition of PDOM. Comparing to the
sorption process without PDOM, the kinetic changed from
pseudo-second-order to pseudo-first-order model. Similarly,
after MDOM addition, the sorption kinetic of OTC to RF
sediments was also changed from pseudo-second-order to
pseudo-first-order model. This suggests that the adsorption
process of these two sediments was controlled by binary
factors (may be the surface active sites of the adsorbent and
the solution concentration) changed tomono controlling (the

sites or the solution concentration only), after the DOM was
added.

3.2.2. Effect on Sorption Isotherms. Freundlich and Langmuir
isothermmodels, which can be applicable to describe hetero-
geneous systems and reversible adsorption, and monolayer
adsorption on a homogeneous surface, respectively, were
employed to fit the experimental data of OTC [26]. Both
Freundlich and Langmuir isotherm models fitted well to
sorption isotherms of OTC with regression coefficients 𝑅2 >
0.93 (Figure 3, Table 3) whether theDOMswere added or not,
indicating that the addition of DOMs would not change the
isotherm models.

With the increasing of OTC equilibrium concentration
(𝐶𝑒), the saturated adsorption capacity (𝑄𝑒) of the three
sediments was also increased (Figure 3). However, there
is a significant difference for the effects of the maximum
adsorption amount of three sediments with two kinds of
DOMs. After the PDOM was added, the adsorption capacity
of FT sediment increased by 23.8%, and this value is 38.0%
for RB sediment and 28.3% for RF, respectively (Table 3).
While the MDOM was added, the adsorption capacity of FT
sediment decreased by 23.3%, with similar decrease of 11.6%
for RB sediment and 16.1% for RF sediment, respectively,
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Figure 3: Effects of dissolved organic matter (DOM) on sorption isotherms of oxytetracycline to first terrace sediments (FT) (a, b), riverbed
(RB) (c, d), and river floodplain (RF) (e, f).
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Table 4: The parameters of sorption thermodynamics of oxytetracycline to three sediments with the presence of DOMs.

Samples 𝑇 (K) 𝐾
Δ𝐺

(kJ/mol)
Δ𝐻

(kJ/mol)
Δ𝑆

(J⋅mol⋅K−1)

FT
298 5.1985 −4.084

39.417 0.146308 9.6358 −5.801
318 14.1700 −7.009

FT-PDOM
298 9.1670 −5.489

35.796 0.139308 15.217 −6.971
318 22.761 −8.262

FT-MDOM
298 4.5200 −3.737

38.559 0.141308 6.3480 −4.733
318 11.9860 −6.567

RB
298 3.3407 −2.988

38.568 0.139308 5.1806 −4.212
318 8.8799 −5.774

RB-PDOM
298 4.5150 −3.735

33.599 0.125308 6.7050 −4.873
318 10.584 −6.238

RB-MDOM
298 3.2920 −2.952

38.280 0.138308 5.0800 −4.162
318 8.6850 −5.715

RF
298 9.4643 −5.568

31.838 0.125308 13.0460 −6.577
318 21.1930 −8.073

RF-PDOM
298 16.4380 −6.936

33.751 0.136308 23.6930 −8.105
318 38.6570 −9.663

RF-MDOM
298 7.1801 −4.884

13.376 0.061308 8.3985 −5.449
318 10.0790 −6.109

indicating that the adsorption of OTC could be promoted by
adding PDOM,whereas the addition ofMDOMcould inhibit
the adsorption.

3.2.3. Effect on Sorption Thermodynamics. The effects of
temperature on the adsorption behavior were plotted in
Figure 4.The adsorption capacity of OTCwas consistent with
the increase of temperature whether the DOM is added or
not; that is, with the increase of temperature, the adsorption
capacity increased, and at 318 K, the adsorption amount
was the highest. The sorption capacity of the sediments
followed the order: RF > FT > RB sediments at three
temperatures. The maximum adsorption capacity of FT, RB,
and RF sediment without DOMs fitted Langmuir models
reached 776.015mg/kg, 437.020mg/kg, and 1182.468mg/kg,
respectively, at 318 K, which is increased by 1.203 times, 1.101
times, and 0.705 times for FT, RB, and RF, respectively,
at 298K. When the PDOM was added, the maximum
adsorption capacity of three sediments of FT, RB, and RF
reached 1056.176mg/kg, 549.200mg/kg, and 1350.031mg/kg,
respectively, at 318 K, which is increased by 0.876, 0.913, and

0.960 times compared to that at 298K, respectively.When the
MDOMwas added, the maximum adsorption capacity of FT,
RB, and RF in turn reached 538.410mg/kg, 404.072mg/kg,
and 673.726mg/kg at 318 K, which also increased by 0.663
times, 1.313 times, and 0.581 times compared to that at
298K. Overall, the adsorption behavior of OTC to sediments
responding to temperatures was changed with the addition of
DOMs.

The thermodynamic parameters shown in Table 4
apparently displayed that the value of Δ𝐺 ranged from
−9.663 kJ/mol to −2.952 kJ/mol for the adsorption process
under three temperatures (298K, 308K, and 318 K) with
the addition of DOMs. Jaycock et al. [27, 28] reported that
the change of free energy for physical adsorption is smaller
than that for chemisorption. The former is in the range
of −20 kJ/mol∼0, and the latter is in the range of −80 to
−400 kJ/mol. So the adsorption process of OTC to sediments
in this study is spontaneous, which was dominated mainly by
physical adsorption. All the values of Δ𝐻 > 0 indicated that
the adsorption process is endothermic. With the increase of
temperature, the value of Δ𝐺 gradually decreases, indicating
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Figure 4: Effects of dissolved organic matter (DOM) on sorption thermodynamics of oxytetracycline to first terrace (FT) (a, b), riverbed
(RB) (c, d), and river floodplain (RF) (e, f) sediments.
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Table 5: The locations of five kinds of peaks and their significance.

Peaks 𝐹max-Ex/Em
(nm) Significance Main source and properties

P1 270/315 Protein-like Site production, anthropogenic
effluent-biodegradable

P2 285/350 Protein-like Site production, anthropogenic
effluent-biodegradable

H1
315(250)/400

Humus-like Agricultural land, sewage-easy photolysis, poor
bioavailability230/430

280/380–460

H2
350(280)/460

Humus-like Land-based, easy photodegradation, poor
bioavailability320/366

420/480

H3 350/450–485 Humus-like
Land-based, the degree of degradation is relatively

abundant, widely spread in the water,
photodegradable

𝐹max() refers to the wavelength of secondly high fluorescence peaks.

that the higher temperature reflects a higher spontaneous
degree of reaction; that is, the elevated temperature is favor-
able for the adsorption. In addition, the values of Δ𝐺 for the
sorption process followed the order: the process of MDOM
> without DOMs > PDOM, indicating that the spontaneous
degree of the adsorption was PDOM > without DOMs >
MDOM, which also means that the adsorption of OTC could
be promoted by adding PDOM, whereas the addition of
MDOM could inhibit the adsorption.

3.2.4. Effect of DOMConcentration on Adsorption. To further
explore the role of DOM on the sorption of OTC to sed-
iments, single point sorption experiments were conducted
under different concentration of DOM ranging from 0 to
300mg TOC/L. The results showed that the presence of
PDOM enhanced the adsorption of OTC to sediments in
all examined concentrations, and the concentration ranging
from 100 to 200mg TOC/L related to a more obvious
enhancement (Figure 5), indicating that the appropriate
concentration of PDOMpromoted a better effect; Jia et al. [5]
reported that humic acid could be adsorbed by the sediments
through 𝜋-𝜋 interaction. The excessive adsorbed PDOM
could block pores and compete with OTC for adsorption
sites on sediments, so the promotion was no more obvi-
ous. However, the adsorption amount of OTC adsorbed to
three sediments decreased with increasing concentration of
MDOM, and the inhibition to RF sediments is more obvious
than FT and RB sediments.

3.3. Analysis for the Mechanism of the Adsorption

3.3.1. 3D Fluorescence Characteristics of DOMs. Two different
peaks were identified in the three-dimensional fluorescence
spectra of the two DOMs (Figure 6). Actually, many studies
have investigated the location and significance of fluores-
cence peaks (Table 5) [29–34]. The PDOM can promote
the adsorption of OTC to sediments, because it has a high-
intensity H3 peak at Ex/Em = 340/430, which was assigned

20
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RF-MDOM
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Figure 5: Effects of the presence of dissolved organic matters
(DOM) on the sorption of oxytetracycline to first terrace (FT), river
floodplain (RF), and riverbed (RB) sediments.

to a large number of humus-like substances. The result was
consistent with our previous study that the humic acid could
accelerate the adsorption of OTC to sediment [35], as well
as its effect of tetracycline to montmorillonite reported by
Zhao et al. [36], while theMDOM can inhibit the adsorption,
because it has two P2 peaks at Ex/Em = 280/320 and a high-
intensity peak at Ex/Em = 230/320, which were denoted as
a large amount of protein-like substances. These results were
in agreement with the effect of pig slurry on the sorption of
sulfonamide antibiotics to soil [16] and chicken manure on
the sorption of OTC [37].

3.3.2. Elemental Analysis. To investigate the characterization
of two DOMs, the elemental analysis was conducted. The
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Figure 6: The 3D fluorescence spectra of (a) corrupt plant derived DOM (PDOM); (b) chicken manure derived DOM (MDOM).

Table 6: Elemental composition of corrupt plant derived DOM (PDOM) and chicken manure derived DOM (MDOM).

Samples N (%) C (%) H (%) O (%) H/C (N + O)/C O/C
PDOM 1.706 23.483 2.905 0.256 0.124 0.084 0.011
MDOM 1.977 9.490 1.951 0.122 0.206 0.152 0.013

larger value of (N + O)/C reflects the samples with higher
polarity, while larger value of H/C indicates a lower aromatic-
ity. The larger value of O/C reflects a higher hydrophilicity.
Two samples contained a large amount of C content while
O content is relatively small (Table 6). Compared with the
MDOM, the PDOM has the higher C, H contents, whereas
the content of N is low, which is consistent with the source of
this kind of DOM.

Considering that the H/C value of the PDOM is smaller,
its high aromaticity leads to an easier combination with the
sediment, so as to increase the number of adsorption sites
and promote the adsorption ofOTC. For the chickenmanure,
it has a higher value of (N + O)/C, O/C. Its hydrophilicity
and polarity are higher, which can not only promote the
dissolution of pollutants in the water, but also improve its
mobility, suggesting that the chicken manure DOM inhibits
the adsorption of OTC to sediments.

4. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from the current
study:

(1) The presence of DOMs can reduce the adsorption
equilibrium time about 6 hrs and can change the sorption
kinetics. Both Freundlich and Langmuir isotherm models
fitted to sorption isotherms of OTC well and the addition
of DOMs would not change the isotherm models. The
adsorption of OTC could be promoted by adding PDOM,
whereas the addition ofMDOMcould inhibit the adsorption.
The adsorption processes are all endothermic, spontaneous,
and mainly physical adsorption. The spontaneous degree of

the adsorption process followed the order: PDOM > without
DOMs >MDOM.

(2) Comparing the adsorption mechanism of the two
kinds of DOM, it was found that the PDOM has high aro-
maticity, low hydrophilicity, and polarity because it consists
of humus-like substances, leading to an easier combination
with the sediment, so as to increase the number of adsorption
sites and promote the adsorption of OTC. The MDOM
has high hydrophilicity and polarity because it consists of
protein-like substances, which can promote the dissolution of
pollutants in the water and improve its mobility. It suggested
that the chicken manure DOM inhibits the adsorption of
OTC to sediments; that is, the humus-like dominated DOM
can promote the adsorption of OTC, while the protein-
like dominated DOM can inhibit the adsorption of OTC to
sediments.
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